The surface electronic structure of the Mg͑1010͒ surface has been investigated by angle-resolved photoemission around the high-symmetry point Ā , where two sp Shockley surface states, S1 and S2, have been measured to have the binding energies at Ā of 0.58 and 1.10 eV. The effective mass, m ‫ء‬ / m, of the two surface-state dispersions were determined to be 0.85 and 1.01. First-principles calculations for the S1 and S2 surface states have been performed and show results consistent with experiment. The temperature dependence, the binding energy, and the linewidth of these two surface states were found to be strongly correlated with the bulk. Their behaviors have also been compared with the two surface states at Ā in Be͑1010͒.
I. INTRODUCTION
The comparison of experimentally determined and theoretically calculated properties of nearly free-electron metals ͑NFE͒ has long been the center of interest due to their simple sp electronic structures. In particular, bulk properties of beryllium and magnesium, neighbors at the top of the alkalineearth metal group, have been investigated experimentally and theoretically. 1 Both have hexagonal-close-packed structures, but compared with beryllium, magnesium's electronic structure is more free electroniclike. 2 Specifically, the lattice c / a ratio of Mg is almost ideal with a value ϳ1.61 and substantially larger than beryllium, which is anomalously small ͑ϳ1.56͒. This reflects a more isotropic electron system in magnesium than beryllium, which has more directiondependent covalent bonding. 2 These contrasting bulk physical properties extend to the Mg and Be surfaces. For the hexagonal basal surface, the surface electronic structures, or surface states, of Be͑0001͒, dispersing in a large energy-band gap, are very localized, and dominate the density of states at the Fermi level compared with other NFE metals. [3] [4] [5] Moreover, there is a strong electron-phonon coupling of the surface state in Be͑0001͒ which, as determined by angle-resolved photoemission measurements, [6] [7] [8] has been found to be three times larger than the bulk value ͑ surface ϳ 0.7͒. The surface states of Mg͑0001͒ on the other hand, have much longer penetration length into the bulk because they lie much closer to the bulkband edge. 9, 10 Kim et al. 11 measured the electron-phonon coupling strength of the surface state in Mg͑0001͒ by analyzing the temperature-dependent linewidth of photoemission spectra and obtained the value 0.27, which is in good agreement with the bulk value. This result was confirmed by Leonardo et al. , 12 who implemented ab initio calculations. Recently, Chien et al. 13 have found anisotropic electronphonon coupling strength for the surface state in Be͑0001͒.
The explanation of this result is beyond current-theory prediction, which works for Mg͑0001͒. In terms of lattice behavior, Be͑0001͒ has much larger outward first-layer relaxation and thermal expansion than Mg͑0001͒. [14] [15] [16] [17] Differences between the Mg and Be extended beyond the ͑0001͒ surfaces. Be͑1010͒ possesses very localized surfaceelectronic structures which are considered to be more covalentlike. 18 Moreover, the surface layer of Be͑1010͒ has much larger inward relaxation and thermal contraction than that of Mg͑1010͒. [19] [20] [21] [22] Hofmann et al. 22 proposed a model of directional backbonding to explain the measured large inward relaxation of ϳ25% between the first layer and the second layer in Be͑1010͒. However, Friedel oscillations in the charge density, caused by the redistribution of the electrons to screen the presence of the surface, was considered to be the driving force of oscillatory interplanar relaxation at the Mg͑1010͒ surface. 19 Lazzeri et al. 23 has used densityfunctional perturbation theory within quasiharmonic approximation to compare the surface-thermal contraction behaviors of first-second layer spacing between Be͑1010͒ and Mg͑1010͒. They argued that the change in surface static forces, caused by the bulk-thermal expansion, favors firstlayer contraction of Mg͑1010͒, while the large anharmonicity of the second-surface layer in Be͑1010͒ plays an important role in enhancing the thermal contraction. In an earlier paper, 18 we correlated the surface-electronic structures to the large-surface inward relaxation and thermal-contraction behaviors of Be͑1010͒. It is of both interest and importance to examine the electronic structures and their temperature dependence in Mg͑1010͒ to understand the interplay between the electronic and lattice behaviors on this surface, which, in contrast to Be͑1010͒, should reveal a strong similarity to the bulk. The purpose of this paper is to present experimental results on the electronic structures of Mg͑1010͒ determined by angle-resolved photoemission and compare these results with first-principle calculations to elucidate the underlying behavior of this NFE surface.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DETAILS
The photoemission experiments were performed at the Center for Advanced Microscopic Structures and Device ͑CAMD͒ on 6m-TGM Beamline using a high-resolution 150-mm hemispherical Vacuum Scientific Workshop analyzer ͑VSW HA150͒. 24 The total resolution from beam and energy analyzer is ϳ150 meV. In addition, parts of data presented in this paper were taken with He I UV light of photon energy 21.2 eV. The clean Mg͑1010͒ surface was prepared by cycles of hot sputtering at T = 125ϳ 150°C followed by annealing at 175ϳ 200°C. The cleanliness of Mg͑1010͒ was confirmed by the sharp low-energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ pattern of ͑1 ϫ 1͒ unreconstructedsurface and sharp-surface states in the photoemission spectrum.
The band structure calculations were performed using the full-potential projected augmented wave method 25 as implemented in the VASP package 26 within the local-density approximation. The Mg͑1010͒ surface was simulated using a 240 monolayer ͑ML͒ Mg slab ͑thickness of ϳ324 Ǻ ͒ with a vacuum thickness of ϳ10 Ǻ , well separating the slabs. The self-consistent calculations were performed over a 48 k point mesh over the irreducible two-dimensional ͑2D͒ Brillouin zone. In our calculation, we found the surface states of Mg͑1010͒ have long decay length and therefore thick slab of 240 ML is needed to reduce the interaction between the even and odd surface state from two slab surfaces and hence to facilitate the convergence of surface relaxation. 27 The first layer consists of closed packed rows and the crystal may be thought of as a stack of such layers, very similar to an fcc ͑110͒ surface. The truncated bulk can be terminated in two ways, either with a short ⌬d 12 ͑short termination͒ or with a long ⌬d 12 ͑long termination͒. By optimizing both the shortand long-layer terminations truncated from bulk lattice, the short-layer terminated surface is found to be the true ground state. This is consistent with the previous LEED-IV analysis, which shows a clear preference for the short termination by a lower R factor. 21, 22 Our calculations obtained interlayer spacings of ⌬d 12,theory = −17.50%, ⌬d 23,theory = 6.82%, ⌬d 34,theory = −10.18%, and ⌬d 45,theory = 3.43%, where
bulk ͑T͒ refers to the short-layer termination of bulk truncated surface. These results agree very well with previous experimental results of ⌬d 12,exp = ϳ −16%, ⌬d 23,exp = ϳ 8%, ⌬d 34,exp = ϳ −11%, and ⌬d 45,exp = ϳ 4% from the low-temperature LEED-IV data 21 and the previous computation results, 19, 21 thus giving strong confidence in our theoretical approach. Based on the optimized short-layer surface structure, the temperature-dependent band dispersions were then calculated by taking into account the temperature-induced change in interlayer spacing observed in a previous study.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mg͑1010͒, as shown in the inset in the Fig. 1 , has a rectangular surface Brillouin zone with two major symmetry directions along ⌫ Ā ͑short axis͒ with 0.603 Å −1 in length and ⌫ M ͑long axis͒ with 0.979 Å −1 in length, respectively. In this paper, only the electronic-band dispersions along ⌫ Ā direction were investigated. Figure 1͑a͒ shows the energydistribution curves ͑EDCs͒ as a function of emission angle along the ⌫ Ā direction acquired with an incident photon energy 38 eV. The bottom spectrum ͑0°emission angle͒ corresponds to normal emission ͑⌫ point͒ and the increasing angles correspond to increasing parallel momentum across the first and second surface Brillouin zones. Two distinctpeak futures are observed to disperse about emission angle ϳ11.75°, which nominally, at this photon energy, corresponds to the surface-zone boundary Ā . The electronic states represented by these two peaks have 2D character due to their symmetry dispersion about the surface-symmetry point. This assessment is confirmed by the photon-energy dependence of these two peaks, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ , where the two peaks near Ā , at 0.58 and 1.10 eV, do not shift in energies with the photon energies from 21.2 to 52 eV. We therefore denote the former as S1 surface state and the later as S2 surface state. The band dispersions of S1 and S2 surface states extracted from Fig. 1 are depicted by symbols ͑using both data from 38 and 21.2 eV photons͒ in Fig. 2͑a͒ . As opposed to Be͑1010͒, both surface bands in Mg͑1010͒ possess parabolic shapes, which reflects free-electronlike properties. The dashed curves represent a fitting of the experimental data assuming a simple free-electron model. The experimentally extracted effective mass m ‫ء‬ / m e is 0.85 for S1 band and 1.01 for S2 band and the Fermi wave vector of S1 band is k F = 0.366 Å −1 . The solid curves are those from the first-principles calculations based on a 240 ML slab model described above, which match the data reasonably well. The Fermi contour, generated by this calculation, of the S1 surface state is depicted by the dashed curves in the inset of Fig.  1 . The measured ͑calculated͒ binding energies of S1 and S2 surface states at Ā are 0.58 ͑0.67͒ and 1.10 eV ͑1.14 eV͒, respectively. The ϳ0.1 eV discrepancy between the measurement and calculation for the S1 surface state is possibly due to surface quality of the sample and also the theoretical limitations.
18 Figure 2͑b͒ shows the projected calculated bands of Mg͑1010͒ along ⌫ Ā direction. The inset at the left indicates the calculated bulk-band dispersion from A to L, projected to Ā at the surface Brillouin zone. As seen from the inset, there is a nearly constant projected energy gap at Ā , about 0.7 eV in width, which extends across most of the surface Brillouin zone toward ⌫ . This narrow gap appears to accommodate the S1 and S2 surface-state bands, which, especially S2, nearly coincide with the top and bottom bulkband edges. At approximately k ʈ = 0.46 Å −1 from Ā , the S1 surface state changes to a resonance in the bulk continuum, dispersing toward the surface-zone center; however the S2 surface state loses its surface character, merging into the bulk-band continuum. Our calculations reveal that the S1 surface state has strong s and p z symmetry, and S2 has p y symmetry. Figures 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ show the calculated z profiles of charge-density distribution of the S1 and S2 surface states at Ā . From the exponential fitting, the extracted decay length from the surface to the bulk is 10 and 25 ML for the S1 and S2 charge densities. The decay length of the charge density is one half of that for the amplitude of wave function, which would be 20 and 50 ML, respectively. According to a one-dimensional nearly free-electron model, the decay length of the surface-state wave function can be related to the energy position of surface state and the gap size through the relationship as follows: 28 2 
where ͑Ն0͒ is the imaginary part of the complex wave vector for the surface state, a is the bulk lattice constant along ͑1010͒ direction, V 1 is the crystal potential of the first order, and E is the energy of the surface state. The relationship between the gap size ͑2͉V 1 ͉͒ and the decay length ͑1 / ͒ for both S1 and S2 surface states is depicted in Fig. 3͑c͒ , where we have used 2.76 Å for the bulk-lattice constant along ͑1010͒ direction and calculated energies of S1 and S2 at Ā with respect to the calculated bulk-band bottom ͑−5.70 eV͒ along the direction projected to Ā . As indicted by the horizontal line in Fig. 3͑c͒ , the gap size of 0.7 eV corresponds to the decay length of the surface-state wave function of ϳ20 ML for S1 and ϳ52 ML for S2, matching almost identically with results from our first-principles calculation. Figure 4͑a͒ shows the temperature dependence of the EDCs for the S1 and S2 surface states at Ā . The blue solid curves are the fitting results composed of the Gaussian convolution with two Lorentzians for S1 and S2 surface state, another two Lorentzians for the bulk band edges at the top ͑−0.45 eV͒ and bottom ͑−1.15 eV͒ of the gap, and a polynomial background, convoluted with a Fermi function. The Gaussian function represents the experimental resolution ϳ150 meV. From such fits, it is possible to extract the energy positions and linewidth for S1 and S2 as a function of temperature, as shown in Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒ . From a linear fitting, the measured initial energies ͑empty symbols͒ of the S1 and S2 states shift in opposite directions with the temperature at the rate of ͑−0.364Ϯ 0.12͒ ϫ 10 −4 and FIG. 2 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ The surface-state band dispersions of S1 and S2 surface states. The square and circle symbols represent the photoemission data taken from photon energy 38 and 21.2 eV, respectively. The dashed curves are the fitting results with a freeelectron model. The solid curves are the results of first-principles calculations. ͑b͒ The electronic-band structures of Mg͑1010͒ surface from the first-principles calculations based on the 240 ML slab model. The two red solid curves, representing S1 and S2 surfacestate bands, are the same as those in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The inset at the left indicated the calculated bulk-band dispersion from A to L, projected to Ā at the surface Brillouin zone .   FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ The charge-density z profile for ͑a͒ S1 and ͑b͒ S2 surface states at Ā . The blue solid curves are the exponential fitting of the maximum points. ͑c͒ The relationship between the energy-gap size and the surface-state decay length based on one-dimensional nearly free-electron model at the zone boundary.
͑0.969Ϯ 0.14͒ ϫ 10 −4 eV/ K, respectively. The filled symbols represent the corresponding initial energies from firstprinciple calculations according to the LEED-IV measured interlayer spacings of the top layers at temperatures of 120, 300, and 400 K, and the resulting rates of energy shift are ͑−0.0328Ϯ 0.31͒ ϫ 10 −4 and ͑0.130Ϯ 0.08͒ ϫ 10 −4 eV/ K for S1 and S2. Although the exact quantities do not compare particularly well, both the measured and calculated results show a consistent trend that with increasing temperature, namely, the S2 surface state shifts toward Fermi level but the S1 surface state shifts away from Fermi level.
Within a quasiparticle picture, the Lorentzian peak in a photoemission spectra can be regarded as a spectral function whose linewidth ͑W͒ represents the imaginary part of selfenergy, which, in turn, is proportional to the hole inverse lifetime ͑1 / ͒ of a surface state. The surface-state hole lifetime is mainly attributed to effects of the electron-electron interaction, electron-phonon interaction, and surface defects. Among the three, the contribution from electron-phonon interaction has the most evident temperature dependence, which is given by the expression
where ␣ 2 F͑Ј͒ is the Eliashberg coupling constant, max is the maximum phonon frequency, and n and f are the BoseEinstein and Fermi distribution functions, respectively. Within a Debye model, electron-phonon coupling constant, , is linearly related to the Eliashberg coupling constant,
where D is the Debye frequency. Based on this, the linewidths data of S1 and S2 surface states as a function of temperatures, as shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ , are then fitted with Eq. ͑2͒ by using the Debye model with Mg bulk Debye energy, 30 meV. Employing these constraints yields a reasonable fitting and the resulting electron-phonon coupling constant is nearly equivalent to the bulk value. This result is expected and consistent for surface states with long penetration lengths. 30 As seen, fitting ͓solid curves in Fig. 4͑c͔͒ results in a relatively good agreement to the temperaturedependent linewidth data. Correspondingly, the extracted electron-phonon coupling constant is 0.304Ϯ 0.06 for S1 and 0.391Ϯ 0.04 for S2, being close to the average bulk value 0.35Ϯ 0.05 eV. 29 The offset in the fitting, which represents the contributions from electron-electron interaction and surface defects, is about 53 meV for S1 surface state and 160 meV for S2 surface state. The larger offset value for S2 surface state than S1 indicates more scattering channels, especially surface-bulk interband scattering, for S2 surfacestate hole in the electron-electron interactions. 31 A systematic comparison of the S1 and S2 surface states in Mg͑1010͒ with those in Be͑1010͒, is summarized in Table  I . [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] According to the previous LEED-IV measurement, the interlayer spacing between the first and second layer for Mg͑1010͒ surface has −14.5% inward relaxation, which was consistent with the first-principles calculation. 19 Friedel oscillations, creating a charge modulation of wavevector 2k F from the surface into the bulk, were considered to be the driving force for the oscillatory interplanar relaxation in Mg͑1010͒. 19 The calculation in this work indicates both S1 and S2 surface states show almost no shift in energies upon relaxation in stark contrast to Be͑1010͒ wherein S1 and, specially, S2 surface states shift in energy. 18 Therefore, as opposed to Be͑1010͒, the S1 and S2 surface states in Mg͑1010͒ are not to be considered the driving mechanism of the large surface relaxation. This is to be expected due to the long decay lengths, 20 and 52 ML, of S1 and S2 surface states, which are not as sensitive to the lattice changes in the top surface layers. Regarding the surface-thermal contractions, the contraction rate with the temperature for the Mg͑1010͒ is d 12 / ⌬T = −0.015% ͑1/K͒, which is slower than the rate −0.019% ͑1/K͒ for Be͑1010͒. 17 According to the photoemission results in this paper, the S1 surface state in Mg͑1010͒ shifts toward higher binding energy with increasing temperature, which is the same direction as S1 in Be͑1010͒, but with slower rate. Slower rates of both surface-thermal contraction and S1 surface-state energy shift in Mg͑1010͒ than those in Be͑1010͒ imply relatively smaller contribution to the surface-lattice behavior by the surface states in Mg͑1010͒. This assessment is in agreement with the conclusion made by Lazzeri et al. 23 that the thermal contraction of the interlayer spacing between the first and the second layer in Mg͑1010͒ is mainly due to a mechanism originating from the static contribution that thermal bulk-lattice expansion in the inplane direction leads to a change in the static interlayer forces. The electron-phonon coupling constants extracted from S2 is larger than that of S1 in Mg͑1010͒. This result is opposite to that of Be͑1010͒, where more localized S1 surface state has larger value than S2. 18 The discrepancy of the surface-state electron-phonon coupling between Mg͑1010͒ and Be͑1010͒ can be understood in terms of the different surface-and-bulk relationships of these two surfaces. As for Be͑1010͒, the surface is almost decoupled from the bulk with respect to both electronic or lattice structures. Therefore, the scenario that localized surface states and localized surface phonons would have larger probability to interact with each other, triggered by the reduced symmetry, is more likely for Be͑1010͒ than Mg͑1010͒, as indicated by the much higher value of for S1 surface state than the values for S2 surface state and bulk. However, for Mg͑1010͒, the intimate relationship between the bulk and surface leads to a different scenario in that surface state with longer decay length from the surface to the bulk would couple with more bulk phonons in addition to surface phonons. Matzdorf et al. 32 has attributed the higher value, 0.137, of sp-like Shockley state at ⌫ on Cu͑111͒ than that of d-like Tamm state at M ͑ = 0.09͒ to the different spatial extent of the surface states. The bulk projected band gap in the noblemetal surface as well as Mg͑1010͒ is very small so that the behavior of the Shockley surface state in the gap is dominated greatly by the bulk state at the bulk-band edge.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the surface-electronic structures of Mg͑1010͒ in the symmetry direction from ⌫ to Ā by angleresolved photoemission. Two surface states, S1 and S2, were identified, and their energy-band dispersions and temperature dependence were investigated and compared to firstprinciple calculations. According to the comparison of S1 and S2 surface states with their counterparts in Be͑1010͒, we find the surface properties of Mg͑1010͒ are strongly linked to the bulk. Therefore, the surface states on Mg͑1010͒ have less interplay with the surface lattice behaviors than those in Be͑1010͒.
